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Abstract

We consider a steady vortex patch problem where patch shapes are unknown. By
deriving a shape derivative formula for singular contour integrals, a numerical method
for the steady vortex patch problem is proposed. Numerical results including steadily
rotating vortex patch lattices are presented.

In a planar ideal flow, a vortex patch D of vorticity strength ω induces the following
velocity field (u, v) at the point z ∈ C:
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where the symbol p.v. denotes the Cauchy principal value. Contour dynamics [1] de-
scribes that the flow velocity dominate the evolution of a patch boundary ∂D. We
seek a relative equilibrium of given contour dynamics in which the patch shapes are
stationary as time evolves. Hence, a problem to solve is a system of contour integral
equations with unknown patch shapes. It is thus natural to consider the derivative
with respect to the shapes. However, well-known shape derivative formulae of domain
integral type or boundary integral type [2] are not applicable due to the singularity in
(1). We thus derive an alternative shape derivative formula applicable to the singular
contour integral.

We use Newton method to compute a relative equilibrium of contour dynamics. We
successfully reconstruct numerical results for a Pierrehumbert pair of vortex patches [3]
and an analytical Crowdy vortex patch [4]. We also show numerical results for a steadily
rotating vortex patch lattice in a doubly-periodic array.
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